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Information Modelling and Knowledge Bases XVIII:  Volume 154 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2007
In the last decades information modelling and knowledge bases have become hot topics not only in academic communities related to information systems and computer science but also in business areas where information technology is applied.

The 16th European-Japanese Conference on Information Modelling and Knowledge Bases EJC 2006 continues...

		

Cooperative Systems Design: Scenario-Based Design of Collaborative Systems (Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2004
This publication focuses on the following subjects;  understanding and modeling of collaborative work situations which are  mediated by technical artefacts, either computational or not; developing  appropriate design methodologies for cooperative work analysis and  cooperative systems design; developing new technologies supporting  cooperation;...

		

Towards the Learning Grid (Frontiers in Artificial Lintelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2005
This is a book about a paradigm shift in Informatics in general and in technologies enhancing human learning in particular. It is not unexpected that its content is controversial: the debate between the “evolutionaries” – those that wish to optimize and refine current approaches – and the “revolutionaries”...





		

Software Engineering: Evolution and Emerging Technologies (Volume 130 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2006
The capability to design quality software and implement modern information systems is at the core of economic growth in the 21st century. Nevertheless, exploiting this potential is only possible when adequate human resources are available and when modern software engineering methods and tools are used.

The recent years have witnessed...

		

Towards Sustainable and Scalable Educational Innovations Informed by the Learning SciencesIOS Press, 2005
The 13th International Conference on Computers in Education (ICCE 2005) is being held from 28 November to 30 December 2005 in Singapore. It is the latest in a longstanding series of annual international conferences held in the Asia-Pacific region, highlighting top quality research on the application of computers in education.

The theme...

		

STAIRS 2006:  Proceedings of the Third Starting AI Researchers' Symposium, Volume 142 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2006
The field of Artificial Cognition has arisen recently with the intention of developing agents capable to perceive, explore, learn and perform reasoning about the external world. A number of machine learning approaches have been adopted in order to make agent behaviour cognitive. However, most existing systems rely on an external expert guiding the...





		

New Trends in Software Methodologies, Tools and Techniques (Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2005
Software is the essential enabler for the new economy and science. It creates new markets and new directions for a more reliable, flexible, and robust society. It empowers the exploration of our world in ever more depth.

However, software often falls short of our expectations. Current software methodologies, tools, and techniques remain...

		

Cooperative Systems Design: Seamless Integration of Artifacts and Conversations--Enhanced Concepts of Infrastructure for CommunicationIOS Press, 2006

   The papers included in this book draw from a rich empirical background including studies in healthcare, homecare, software-development, architectural design, marine insurance industry and learning in university settings. They integrate different theoretical foundations and conceptual frameworks to further the understanding of cooperative...

		

An Inductive Logic Programming Approach to Statistical Relational LearningIOS Press, 2006
In this publication, the author Kristian Kersting has made an assault on one of the hardest integration problems at the heart of Artificial Intelligence research. This involves taking three disparate major areas of research and attempting a fusion among them. The three areas are: Logic Programming, Uncertainty Reasoning and Machine Learning. Every...





		

Legal Knowledge and Information Systems:  JURIX 2006: The Nineteenth Annual Conference - Volume 152 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2006
This volume contains the Proceedings of the Nineteenth JURIX Conference on Legal Knowledge and Information Systems (JURIX 2006), December 7th–9th, Université Pantheon Assas – Paris II, France. This year we hoped to put two new topics on the agenda: Artificial Intelligence in police and intelligence services and the impact of AI...

		

Information Modelling and Knowledge Bases XV (Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2004
This book provides research communities in Europe and Japan  with an overview of scientific results and experiences achieved using  innovative methods and approaches in computer science and other  disciplines, which have a common interest in understanding and solving  problems on information modelling and knowledge bases, as well as applying  the...

		

Databases and Information Systems IV:  Selected Papers from the Seventh International Conference DB & IS'2006 - Volume 155IOS Press, 2007
This volume contains the best papers presented at the 7th International Baltic Conference on Databases and Information Systems (BalticDB&IS’2006). The series of Baltic DB&IS conferences has been initiated by Janis Bubenko jr. and Arne Solvberg in 1994. The conferences are highly international and bring together academics and...
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